DEMAND 9/11 TRUTH AT LAST. HELP BRING THE LIES TO LIGHT. Many are now working for a People’s 9/11 Inquiry, collective impeachment hearings, and public education events. Find a place in this historic uprising. TO OPEN EYES WIDE SHUT For starters, read (and pass around) David Ray Griffin’s “The New Pearl Harbor - Disturbing Questions about the Bush Administration and 9/11.” Then check out www.911truth.org for more resources, allies and news. Our Motherland’s in trouble. Save her ass. Get involved . . . HELP BRING THE LIES TO LIGHT.

DEMAND 9/11 TRUTH AT LAST.

TOWARD A LONG HOT SUMMER OF TRUTH

Thanks for showing up. The country will be glad you came. Fahrenheit 9/11 is indeed a heroic picture of the peril we face, at least as far as it goes. With a little more study, Michael could have pushed it even further though, and exposed a lot more lies that still cloud our minds today. In fact, he could have totally demolished Bush’s official 9/11 story and the source of all his power. We the People now have to finish that task and you’re invited to join the fray.

Fahrenheit 9/11 . . . is just the TIP of the iceberg
SMALL PRINT OF HUGE IMPORTANCE

*Michael had to fight like hell to get his message out, but many others are still fighting to get the facts below to you. FOR EXAMPLE, have you ever heard that:

- The victim families, who fought to create the 9/11 Commission, presented it with over 140 critical questions. 90% of which remain unaddressed to this day. The week before 9/11, stock market wagers that United & American Airlines would soon crash in value were bizarrely high, and won unnamed prophetic bettors over $5 million.
- The 47-story World Trade Center 7, which was neither hit nor badly damaged, still collapsed *perfectly symmetrically* from the bottom up at free fall speed.
- White House officials (and only White House officials) began taking CIPRO on September 11th. weeks before the first anthrax reports appeared.
- Pakistan’s intelligence chief, who met with George Tenet and other top US guns days before 9/11, also sent $100,000 to the alleged lead hijacker just a few weeks earlier.
- A year before 9/11, Bush’s necon crew wrote publicly that the huge military buildup they wanted would take forever without “some cataclysmic and catalyzing event like a new Pearl Harbor.”
- Throughout the summer of 2001 our officials ignored *dozens* of urgent warnings from foreign governments and stifled FBI field inquiries into Al Qaeda operations.
- FBI whistleblower Sibel Edmonds reported that *months before* 9/11 she had seen FBI documents warning that Al Qaeda was preparing to hit New York with planes.
- Former Cabinet Ministers in Britain, Germany, and Canada have all publicly stated that the *official explanation of our air defense collapse is just impossible to believe."
- No one responsible for ignoring warnings, quashing investigations, or our air defense “failures” has ever even been rebuked; in fact, most were promoted to higher posts.
- Last November 9/11 widow, Ellen Mariani filed a federal *RICO* (racketeering) suit against the Bush White House for letting 9/11 happen “for personal and political gain.”
- May 26, 2004, the Toronto Star reported that 63% of Canadians now believe our government knew 9/11 was coming and did not interfere.

WHAT DOES ALL THIS SUGGEST TO YOU?

Polls show that two-thirds of Americans now realize the official JFK story was a crock. Unluckily we *don’t have 40 years to wake up* to a 9/11 hoax. Its *fallout is already causing fiscal ruin, endless war and Constitutional collapse*. We can’t even wait for the next Fahrenheit 9/11. If we want a sequel (with a happier end), we’re going to have to *produce it ourselves in the streets and on our own*

*or help in that direction and some savvy script ideas. see www.911truth.org. michaelmoore.com calls it a “MUST READ” site. Visit soon and find out why...*